
 

Morphvox Pro Settings

Support. If you are using the latest version of MorphVOX Pro then the task of using different voice packs is much
simpler now. 2. Volume. Scaling and Sounds. This feature requires Pro version. Cancel. Delete save button. Delete

Equalizer Preset: To delete a custom preset, click on this button. A Delete Equalizer Setting dialog will appear.
The tweak panel is used to adjust the settings on the currently selected voice. You can make various custom

presets to plug in for different environments or for different locations where you talk. . MorphVOX Pro Support.
MorphVOX Pro Voice Packs Support. Set Equalizer Presets: Use this button to assign the Preset EQ to the

selected voice. Press "Save" and close. Save equalizer settings: Use this button to save the settings on the selected
voice. Save Equalizer Preset: To save the settings on the selected voice. Save Presets: To save a preset. To create a

preset. Morphvox pro Support. Click Save Presets button. The tweak panel is used to adjust the settings on the
currently selected voice. . 3. Volume. Turn on the Equalizer Preset Select the first voice as the input. Toggle this
button to turn the selected voice on and off. 3. Select the equalizer preset. Delete Equalizer Preset: To delete a
custom preset, click on this button. A Delete Equalizer Setting dialog will appear. The tweak panel is used to

adjust the settings on the currently selected voice. 3. Volume. 3. Turn on the Toggle Voice Morphvox pro Support.
The equalizer settings are then saved to the active voice. . Equalizer Preset. The tweak panel is used to adjust the

settings on the currently selected voice. . 3. Delete Equalizer Preset: To delete a custom preset, click on this
button. A Delete Equalizer Setting dialog will appear. The tweak panel is used to adjust the settings on the

currently selected voice. 3. Turn on the Toggle Voice Morphvox pro Support. 3. Volume. 3. Delete Scaling: To
delete scaling, select the scaling voice as the input. . To stop the voice, use the turn voice off button. 3. Display the

Equalizer Settings Highlights.

Download

Power Up Sound Effect: MorphVOX is no longer a silent application. It makes a little sound on startup when you first launch it.
Use this setting to turn it off. Duration: Choose how long you want MorphVOX to speak when you select the voice. Fast Speak:
This is for when you do .2: Spee. Slow Speak: This is for when you are doing .3: Speak. Slow Speak for 3 seconds: This is for
when you are doing .4: Speak. Slow Speak for 5 seconds: This is for when you are doing .5: Speak. Ignore multi-speaker mike:
When you are using a stereo system this setting will ignore the noise from the second speaker. When you are using a surround
sound system this setting will only turn on one of the .6: Speakers. This is for when you are using the voice. Surround Sound

Mode: The surround sound mode is for people using a surround sound system. Set it to the most left speaker and then move it
over each speaker. Depending on your system there may be multiple volumes to choose from. Surround Sound System Volume:

I have a surround sound system. I have six speakers on my system. Headphone Unit Volume: This is for use with headsets. If
you use a headset with a microphone such as a Skype headset you will need to adjust this setting. All Speaker Volume: This

setting is for use with a system that has 7 speakers. If you have a surround sound system or have any of the surround speakers
muted you will need to choose this setting. Headphone Unit Volume: I have a Headset. I use a headset with my computer. Mono:
I use a Headset with my computer. Steering Wheel: I use an Xbox 360 Controller with my computer. Voice/Stereo Aux: If you

use a Bluetooth headset you will need to use this setting. You will need to make sure that you have turned off the Bluetooth
Assist Icon in the system tray. Voice Recognition: this is set to on for the voice option. Mic: This is for voice control with a

headset and a microphone. Mic/Aux: This is for when you are using a headset and a microphone. You will need to make sure
that you have turned off the Bluetooth Assist Icon in the system tray. I use a Monocle headset. If you use a headset then you will
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